


You Have More Important  
Tasks Than Managing  
Maintenance Schedules

From commercial fleets to private yachts, WheelHouse provides  
an innovative solution that simplifies the management of  
vessel maintenance, spare parts, and documents.

Whether responsible for a single vessel, or a fleet across the globe,  
WheelHouse puts contemporary maintenance management  
at your fingertips that results in improved vessel availability,  
reliability, and safety.

WheelHouse goes beyond a software solution to provide implementation 
services that take the risk out of deploying technology solutions and new 

business processes. 

From advisory to turnkey, our proven implementation methodology ensures 
that the application is up and running quickly and effectively.

When introduced in 2007, WheelHouse was the first widely  
accepted, Cloud-based, vessel management solution on the market. 

Today, WheelHouse is available on virtually any device with an internet  
connection. Off-line functionality is available using WheelHouse Underway, 
which synchronizes with the Cloud once an internet connection is available.



• Maintenance Forecasting
• Work Order Management

• Planned Maintenance Guidelines
• Maintenance Process / Review Auditing
• Walkdowns and On-site Training
• Technical Support

• Asset Management 
• Document Compilation and Repository
• Contact Management

• Maintenance Cost Reporting
• Utilization Tracking 
• Key Performance Indicators (KPI)
• Vessel Readiness Status

• Inventory Control     
• Order Management     
• Spare Parts Guidelines

• Telematic Integration
• Alert Notifications
• API / IoT Integration 

• Maintenance Tracking
• Drill & Inspection Integration



BY

SeaKits by WheelHouse offer the most complete 
fluid analysis, damage control kits, and spare parts 

outfitting available. Stock and customized kits available for all 
yachts and commercial vessels.

By Failing To Prepare,
You Are Preparing To Fail.
-Benjamin Frankin

SeaKits Brand Fluids Analysis Kits are available for: engine oil, transmission fluid, gear oil, 
hydraulic oil, coolant, and fuel. Fluid analysis is one of the most important methods to monitor the 
condition of your equipment to identify potential failures before they occur. 

SeaKits Fluids Analysis is a diagnostic, preventive maintenance 
tool for monitoring and evaluating fluid and equipment conditions. 
It allows you to maximize equipment performance and 
reliability by identifying minor problems before they 
become major failures.

SeaKits Brand Damage Control Kits are recommended for all flooding and emergency repair 
situations. SeaKits provide the most complete off-the-shelf flooding damage control kits 
available on the market with three stock Kits to choose from, along with additional kits and 
accessories available to cover any vessel. 

Kits are packaged in water resistant or waterproof dry boxes, as applicable, and include a variety of 
patches, plugs and tools for any aspect of damage repair. All kits also include the SeaKits Damage 
Control Guide, a comprehensive damage control guide with repair methods, flooding tables, training 
tips, and more.

SeaKits Spare Parts Outfitting is a single point of contact for complete outfitting of new and 
refit yachts. Don’t spend hours finding and ordering supplies from multiple suppliers while 
coordinating complicated shipping requirements. SeaKits has done the sourcing work for you. 

Our Stem-to-Stern Supply Commitment provides one stop shopping 
for all your parts requirements. We specialize in organizing parts
into logical kits for on-board storage. Our Spare Parts Kits ensure 
that your spares are properly packaged, labeled, and stored in 
heavy-duty water-resistant boxes that will protect your parts 
from the hostile environment found aboard.”

Fluids Analysis

Damage Control Kits

Spare Parts Outfitting
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